
Going on a long, far-off vacation? You should make sure to
have all the digital materials that you require prior to the time
when WiFi ceases to function.
 

I would like to be able to share a tale which happened to me during a vacation that I went on

a cruise ship through the Arctic. It sounded fantastic National Geographic's expedition

through the Arctic ice with polar bears. There would be ice everywhere you could see and all

over the place was snow. Machines made by humans would have to fight the elements in

order to make it through the frigid north. It sounded like a magnificent task, an epic fight

against the north weather, the north pole. 

 

I was told to take all technology that could be carried inside my bag. To increase the space I

work in I packed my laptop. I was told that electricity was not an issue. I wasn't sure what

was going to take place. I was unaware that only two days into the 14-day journey and my

Internet connection would drop and I would lose internet access for 10 days. It finally

happened and I was devastated. Every trip, no matter how difficult or long will result in a loss

of connection from the internet. In addition, I've got unfinished business to deal with in the

coming week, however, I haven't prepared myself for the time of downtime. 

 

These days , nobody is concerned about having to go offline. Internet is accessible

everywhere. If your internet connection isn't working then you could always go to a nearby

McDonald's and get the free WiFi connection you require. Bring your laptop to the nearest

Starbucks and use the free WiFi connection to browse the Internet at will. Up north, there is

no café or restaurant which can help you. You're a long distance away from the closest

electricity source. There isn't the internet for free everywhere. https://mp3convert.cc/en18/

Two options are available in these circumstances: turn off your internet and bring satellite

internet. 

 

A satellite phone is costly and I'm not able to afford it. But I will next time prepare an avid

audio and video collection prior to venturing into the dark without Internet. The last time I was

online I had two tracks. Both were downloaded back in the day. I was unable to enjoy three

smooth jazz tracks and one well-known song. This is it. 4 songs for two weeks of total

silence. If I knew this was going to be the scenario, I would have prepared. I would have

packed my computer with shows from television and movies as well as lots of music videos. I

would have listened to my favorite podcasts for hours. It's simple to download them, convert

them to mp3 and save on my computer, and then lie in my bedroom listening to whatever I

like to listen to while at home, yet I I rarely have the time. It would be my golden hour, or 2

weeks of gold, but it was actually two weeks of staring into the ceiling and running to meet

passengers every when a sound is heard in the corridors.. 

https://mp3convert.cc/en18/


 

 

Both literally and metaphorically The journey was empty. I've never been so bored. The ice

was way too thick. In the knowledge that it might cause issues The boat was forced to tow

back to the shores of civilization. It wasn't a shock, but it meant that hours and hours of

unproductive time could have been utilized for listening to podcasts or watch videos for DIY

home repairs, as as simply listening to music. Next time I will convert Youtube videos into

mp4 and MP3 formats using my laptop. Music can boost your spirits and make you feel good.

Hulu and Netflix apps allow you to download offline movies and shows. It is also possible to

bring them along during your long journey through the arctic. Don't give up hope. Good luck! 


